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ABSTRACT: In this study, two general circulation models (GCMs) (Can-ESM2, BNU-ESM) were
used to simulate the future precipitation of Tabriz city. The weakness of GCMs is the coarse resolution
of climate variables in which the different methods of downscaling is about to solve this deficiency. In
this study, the Artificial Intelligence (AI) models, i.e., Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), were used to statistically downscale the climate variables of
GCMs. Without any doubt, the most important step during the use of these models is selecting the
dominant inputs among huge large-scale GCM data. So in this study for the selection of dominant inputs,
decision tree, and mutual information (MI) feature extraction methods were used. Also, the ensemble
techniques were used to evaluate the efficiency of downscaling models and to decrease the uncertainties.
A comparison of the result of downscaling models indicated that the ensemble technique (i.e., hybrid
of ANN and ANFIS) with dominant inputs based on decision tree feature extraction methods presents
better performance. In both GCMs, the application of the downscaling ensemble couple with dominant
predictors based on a decision tree model in precipitation downscaling showed 10%-38% increase in DC
in versus the individual ANN and ANFIS downscaling models. The projection precipitation of Tabriz
synoptic station for future (2020-2060) by proposed ensemble AI-based model indicated 30%-40%
precipitation decreases under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios.

1- INTRODUCTION
Water resources are extremely influenced by climate
change. The negative effects of climate change on a different
component of water resources such as; agriculture, industry,
and so on have caused concern in human societies. Therefore,
the survey of precipitation changes as the major component
of the hydrologic cycle seems necessary. General circulation
models (GCMs) can be considered as reliable tools in the
prediction of precipitation. GCMs use physical-based
equations on various processes of the atmosphere so, have
widely used in various sciences [1]. The outputs of GCMs
developed in coarse spatial resolutions may lead to their poor
applicability as the input to local-scale hydrologic models.
Downscaling is a technique to catch local-scale climate data
from large scale GCMs [2]. Therefore, the current study
proposes a novel statistical downscaling methodology by
ensembling AI-based models (i.e., ANN and ANFIS). Plenty
of data sets available by GCMs are the most challenging issue
in AI-based modeling. In this case, the application of feature
extraction methods as a pre-processing technique can largely
increase the efficiency of the AI-based downscaling model.
Multilinear and non-linear feature extraction methods i.e.,
decision tree and mutual information, respectively, are used
in the current study. Finally, the proposed novel predictor
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screening method is incorporated into AI-based statistical
downscaling methods to achieve the optimal model for
projection of monthly precipitation of Tabriz station.
2- MATERIAL AND METHODS
2-1- Study Area and Data
Tabriz City (latitude: 38˚08’N, longitude: 46˚ 29’E38),
the capital city of East Azerbaijan province, located in
the northwest of Iran (Fig. 1). The monthly precipitation
data of the Tabriz station during the base period (19512017) prepared by the Meteorological Organization of East
Azerbaijan were utilized in the current study. To develop the
proposed downscaling model, large-scale GCMs data in the
base period (1951-200) and forecasting period (2020-2060)
were from Can-ESM2 and BNU-ESM GCMs developed
respectively in research centers of Canada and China. Future
climate variables were extracted under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5
scenarios. Predictors on four grid points around the study
area (i.e., 1, 2, 3, 4) were adopted in the current study (Fig. 1).
2-2- Proposed Methodology
In order to downscale GCM data, the ensemble AI-based
models (i.e., ANN and ANFIS) was used, and to increase the
efficiency of the AI-based downscaling model, pre-processing
on variables of GCMs over the four nearest grid points to
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approach is a powerful tool to perform classification and
prediction in the data mining field. Generally, the
Organization of East Azerbaijan were utilized in the structure of a tree is composed of four parts, including
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For statistical downscaling of GCM outputs in the
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1

testing
DC

ANN
0.65
0.11
0.61
ANFIS
0.50
0.13
0.46
MI
Ensemble
0.79
0.09
0.76
model
ANN
0.79
0.09
0.77
Decision
ANFIS
0.66
0.11
0.64
tree
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0.88
0.06
0.84
ANN
0.69
0.11
0.67
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0.54
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ANN
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N -RMSE denotes normalized RMSE values.

N 1RMSE
0.10
0.12
0.08
0.08
0.10
0.07
0.09
0.11
0.07
0.07
0.10
0.05

pre-processing method coupled with downscaling ensemble
model resulted in predictand pattern recognition. Since the
proposed methodology includes three steps, the results are
presented and discussed in three steps as follow:
3-1-Results of First Step (Input screening)
The selection of the appropriate GCMs for the case study
was performed based on MI calculation between monthly
observed and GCM data from 1951-2005. Two GCMs i.e.,
Can-ESM2 and BNU-ESM with higher nonlinear relations
based on MI were selected and utilized for the modeling.
After assigning the important GCMs, dominant predictors
of selected GCMs were determined by MI and decision tree
feature extraction methods (see Table 1).
The dominant predictors obtained based on the MI method
were zonal wind (a) and temperature-related variables (i.e.,
ta, tas and ts), which gained based on the nonlinear relation
between observed precipitation with temperature and ua
variables. The dominant predictors based on the decision
were humidity and temperature-related predictors (i.e., hus,

pr, prc, ts, ta, tas). Evaluation of dominant predictors selected
by the decision tree method indicated that the decision tree
model acted as an aggregation of CC and MI methods, due to
selection of humidity and temperature-related variables like
CC and MI, respectively.
3-2-Results of Second Step (Downscaling)
In both GCMs based on MI and decision tree, four
dominant climatic variables were selected as inputs of the
AI-based downscaling model in the first step. 75% of the
dominant predictors and observed precipitation data were
utilized for the training and the remaining 25% utilized for
the validating purpose. The proper outcomes of precipitation
downscaling according to DC and RMSE evaluation criteria,
using ANN, ANFIS and ensemble models, are tabulated
in Tables 2. The results of the ensemble methods indicated
that ensemble models produced better outcomes concerning
the single models in precipitation downscaling. So that,
ensemble AI-based downscaling models methods increased
the performance of AI-based modeling (according to the
obtained DC values) up to 10%-65% in the verification step.
The proper performance of the ensemble model compared to
the single downscaling models indicated that the ensemble
model covers the uncertainties in each model and lead to
take advantage of both models for the AI-based downscaling
models. According to Table 2, the decision tree as a multilinear method, performs better than nonlinear MI method,
because decision tree can accumulate and handle both linear
and non-linear properties together in selecting the dominant
predictors.
3-3-Results of Third Step (precipitation projection for future)
In the third step, monthly precipitation of Tabriz station
was projected for the future (2020-2060) under RCP4.5
and RCP8.5 scenarios for Can-ESM2, BNU-ESM GCMs.
According to the results of the second step, the downscaling
ensemble model with inputs obtained via the decision tree
method was selected as the benchmark model, and utilized
in the projection step. To assess the projection results, the
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predicted precipitation results for the period 2020-2060
under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios are indicated versus the
observed precipitation (1951-2005) (Fig. 2). As it is shown
in Fig. 2, the study area in the future will experience both
decrease and increase in precipitation values. It seems the
precipitation decrease in the cold months of the year is due to
the increase of pollutant density. The spread of particles and
pollutions don’t let the condensation of many minute vapor
particles. So, it prevents the formation of raindrops.
4- CONCLUSIONS
To assess the future precipitation of the Tabriz city AIbased ensemble model (i.e., ANN and ANFIS) was used for the
downscaling of GCMs outputs. The dominant predictors were
determined via the decision tree and MI feature extraction
methods. The advantage of using the proposed predictor
screening methodology was selecting the dominant predictors
among huge data sets without considering the non-stationary
effects of climate variables. The comparison of the ensemble
AI-based downscaling models and single models indicated
that ensemble models produced better approximation than the
single downscaling models and model combination improved
the modeling performance by up to 24%-65%. Also, feature
extraction methods indicated that the decision tree could be
more reliable than the MI in downscaling precipitation at the
study station. Finally, the selected feature extraction methods
incorporate with downscaling ensemble model indicated
reliable results.
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